Lynn Haven Police Department
Police Officer Applicant
General Knowledge Exam
This is a general knowledge exam. The questions that follow deal with several
different aspects of law enforcement, but are limited to what would be required for a Patrol
Officer to have knowledge of to perform their duties. This exam is to be returned at the
time you return the Confidential Questionnaire. This exam will be graded and kept as
part of your employee file.

1.

The Florida State Statute that governs the “Use of Force” is:
( ) Chapter 810.
( ) Chapter 776.

2.

( ) Chapter 316.
( ) Chapter 893.

A Police Officer may use Deadly Force in which of the following situations?
( ) To prevent the imminent death or great bodily harm to another.
( ) To prevent the imminent death or great bodily harm to themselves.
( ) Both are True
( ) Both are False

3.

It is generally permitted to fire a warning shot to stop a fleeing felon?
TRUE

4.

In the recommended Use of Force Matrix, which is the highest resistance level?
( ) Active Physical
( ) Passive Physical

5.

( ) Presence
( ) Aggravated Physical

In the recommended Use of Force Matrix, Touch falls into which category?
( ) Communication
( ) Incapacitating Control

6.

FALSE

( ) Officer Presence
( ) Intermediate Weapons

When using an expandable baton, it is acceptable to strike about the head?
TRUE

FALSE

7.

During a Felony stop, you should approach the driver of the vehicle?
TRUE

8.

9.

10.

11.

FALSE

During a Felony stop, the following commands should be given except:
( ) Driver, turn off the vehicle

( ) Driver, open the door from the outside

( ) Driver, face me

( ) Driver, walk backwards to the sound of
my voice

A Police Officer should surrender their weapon under which condition?
( ) An innocent person is in jeopardy

( ) The suspect demands it

( ) Another Officer is threatened

( ) Never

According to Florida Statute 776 when is Deadly Force justified?
( ) To prevent a Forcible Felony

( ) To prevent Offenders from
leaving

( ) To stop the destruction of property

( ) None of the above

The term “OC” stands for, Oleoresin Capsicum:
TRUE

12.

FALSE

If you were engaged in a vehicle pursuit, when would you dis-engage?
( ) The identity of the suspect has been established;
( ) The pursued vehicle is no longer visible;
( ) A clear danger exists and outweighs the immediate need to apprehend the
suspect;
( ) All the above

13.

When considering the use of OC spray, wind is not a factor:
TRUE

FALSE

14.

During a use of force, the level should only be escalated, never de-escalated:
TRUE

15.

During a vehicle pursuit it is better to have as many units involved as
possible:
TRUE

16.

FALSE

When interviewing parties involved in a Domestic Violence incident, you
should interview them together to make sure they don’t lie to you:
TRUE

18.

FALSE

When a traffic infraction has been noted and the driver identified, it is
always necessary to issue a citation:
TRUE

17.

FALSE

FALSE

You should use your weapon as a deterrent to make subjects obey your
commands:
TRUE

FALSE

19.

In the space provided below, write your definition of Probable Cause, as it
pertains to law enforcement:

20.

In the space provided below, in your own words, explain the fourth (4th)
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

